
Lucky Luke Volume: In The Shadows Of The
Derricks - A Wild West Adventure!

In the vast and untamed lands of the Old West, where outlaws and sheriffs
roamed, Lucky Luke emerged as a legendary cowboy with an unmatched sense
of justice. His adventures captivated readers young and old, and one of his iconic
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stories is "In The Shadows Of The Derricks," now available in its thrilling English
version.

Discover The Wild West

Lucky Luke, created by Belgian cartoonist Morris, takes us on a journey through
the Wild West, where lawlessness and danger lurk at every corner. As a
lonesome cowboy armed with an expert marksmanship and a heart of gold, Luke
stands up against evildoers, protecting the innocent and upholding justice.
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"In The Shadows Of The Derricks" is one of Lucky Luke's most exciting
adventures. The story centers around an oil rush, where prospectors from various
backgrounds scramble to strike it rich, leading to chaos and mayhem. Lucky Luke
finds himself in the middle of this frenzy, trying to bring order to the unruly
masses.

The Plot Unveiled

The plot revolves around infamous oil tycoon, John P. Watts, who sets his sights
on the peaceful homeland of the Native American tribe led by chief Plenty Buffalo.
Watts uses deceptive tactics to convince the tribe to sign a treaty allowing him to
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extract oil from their land. Little do they know that this treaty is just a way for
Watts to exploit their resources and drive them off their ancestral grounds.

Lucky Luke, suspicious of Watts' intentions, begins investigating further. With his
trusty horse, Jolly Jumper, by his side, he uncovers the truth behind Watts' plan.
With the help of new friends, such as oil-drilling expert Bill Wire and the brave
Native American woman, Fire Hair, Lucky Luke gathers evidence against Watts to
expose his deceitful scheme.

A Journey of Courage and Justice

The story takes readers on a thrilling adventure filled with suspense, action, and
unexpected twists. Lucky Luke must navigate through treacherous oil wells, face
dangerous confrontations, and outsmart cunning adversaries to bring justice to
the oppressed Native American tribe.

Throughout the story, Lucky Luke's unwavering determination and his unwavering
commitment to doing what is right shine through. His courage inspires readers to
stand up for justice and fight against greed and exploitation.

Translating the Wild West Charm

"In The Shadows Of The Derricks" has been translated into English, allowing a
wider audience to experience the charm of Lucky Luke's Wild West adventures.
The English version retains the original spirit of the story, capturing the essence
of the Old West and the timeless appeal of the famous cowboy.

The translation stays faithful to the vibrant illustrations and witty dialogues that
have made Lucky Luke a beloved character for decades. The unique blend of
humor, thrilling action, and historical references make this story a must-read for
fans of Western tales and comic book enthusiasts alike.



Get Your Hands on the English Version

For fans eager to dive into Lucky Luke's world or those already familiar with his
legendary exploits, the English version of "In The Shadows Of The Derricks" is a
fantastic addition to any collection. The book is available in various formats,
including paperback and e-book, making it easily accessible to readers
worldwide.

Immerse yourself in the Wild West and join Lucky Luke on his quest for justice.
Experience the heart-pounding thrills, humorous encounters, and triumphant
victories as he takes on the forces of greed and corruption. Don't miss out on this
action-packed adventure!
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Titusville, August 27, 1859: Colonel Drake discovers a deposit of oilâblack gold!
Immediately, the Oil Rush is on. The mayor of Titusville calls on Lucky Luke to
help maintain order. When Lucky Luke arrives, everyoneâfrom the sheriff to the
undertakerâis drilling. As soon as a well is opened, the fight begins. In comes
Barry Blunt, a rich prospector who buys up, one by one, all the oil shafts from
their owners. But his more-than-suspicious methods draw the wrath of Lucky
Luke...
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Lucky Luke Volume: In The Shadows Of The
Derricks - A Wild West Adventure!
In the vast and untamed lands of the Old West, where outlaws and
sheriffs roamed, Lucky Luke emerged as a legendary cowboy with an
unmatched sense of justice. His...

Alexander Hamilton Revolutionary Martha
Brockenbrough - The Forgotten Story of an
American Hero
The Rise of Alexander Hamilton: The Revolutionary Visionary Alexander
Hamilton, one of the most influential figures in American history, has often
been...

Shark Week Everything You Need To Know -
Unveiling the Secrets of the Deep
Welcome to the most thrilling and exhilarating week of the year - Shark
Week! Sharks have always fascinated and terrified human beings at
the...

Unveiling the Secrets of "The Game Of Love
And Death" - Find out how love and death
intertwine in this captivating novel
The Intriguing Plot "The Game Of Love And Death" is a mesmerizing
novel that takes its readers on an unforgettable journey through time and
emotions. Set...
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The Ultimate Guide to The Wilderness Trials:
The Eagle Feather Saga - Unveiling the Hidden
Secrets and Excitement
The Intriguing Wilderness Trials Adventure Awaits You Are you ready to
embark on an extraordinary journey through the ancient woods? Get
ready to unlock the secrets of The...

Unveiling the Sweetness of Rock Candy Kisses
- A Perfect Late-night Treat!
A Melting Sensation - Rock Candy Kisses Have you ever experienced a
moment so sweet that it makes your heart skip a beat? If not, get ready
to discover a...

Food Regulation Law Science Policy And
Practice: Uncovered Secrets You Need To
Know!
When it comes to food, there's a lot more than meets the eye. Have you
ever wondered about the intricate web of regulations, laws, science,
policies, and practices that...

Hope For Planet In Crisis: How Collective
Efforts Can Create a Sustainable Future
The world is facing a crisis. Our planet is experiencing severe
environmental degradation, widening social inequalities, and an ongoing
climate emergency. However, amidst...
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